Turn and Learn™ Educational Seating System
Collaborative learning has been
shown to boost knowledge
retention and it is becoming core to
the education process. It is the
mission of Ferco to provide the
infrastructure to enable that to
happen.
Environment has an enormous
practical and qualitative impact on
learning. Learners need to be able
to easily engage with their peers, as
well as to receive a one-to-one
experience with their educator.
The Turn and Learn™ Educational
Seating System creates the
environment where collaborative
learning can flourish. Collaborative
learning is a student-centred
approach, focusing on group
work and interaction, teaching

sessions are structured so that
knowledge disseminated by the
lecturer is discussed.
Following this concept, students are
encouraged to listen to, engage
with and learn from each other,
taking turns to lead and supporting
their peers. It also fosters
cooperation and sharing,
encompassing diversity and
understanding.
The Turn and Learn™ Seating range,
with its unique design, supports the
requirements of physically
interactive teaching spaces. Simple
desks are arranged between
comfortable seats which rotate a full
360°, giving full line of sight of the
lecturer, allowing both didactic and
group work.

Phygital experiences - interactions
between physical and digital space are supported by Turn and Learn™
seating, by the easy integration of
power and data sources.
The range is suitable for a number
of different applications, including
education settings, libraries and
canteens, IT suites and offices. It
offers good capacity and can be
fitted into different shaped rooms,
in flexible layouts, with easy
installation. This flexibility also
makes it popular in executive
settings and commercial spaces.

ARC One Turn and Learn™ at Kingston University

ARC One Turn and Learn™

The ARC One Turn & Learn™
lecture theatre seat is a highly
sought after choice from the Turn
and Learn™ range – ergonomically
shaped, offering superior lumbar
support whilst promoting correct
posture. The chair is virtually
maintenance free and extremely
versatile, designed to support
various usages whilst providing
maximum comfort. Something
which is of paramount importance
in lecture theatres and
auditoriums, where individuals
frequently remain seated for
longer periods of time.
All Ferco swivel seats have been
designed so they provide
ergonomic and postural support,
incorporating a contoured back
that focuses on supporting the
lumbar region and promotes
correct sitting posture, helping
students to stay focused on their
studies.

The main campus is within
walking distance of vibrant
Kingston town centre and
provides a wraparound experience
for student incorporating a library,
health centre and canteen.
Expansion continues at the faculty,
with a new development at the
Learning Resources Centre
significantly enhancing the
university's pedagogical offer.
Projects such as the creation of a
superb modern building in
memory of renowned local author
John Galsworthy were part of the
impressive scheme of
improvements taking place over
the past few months.
With an eye on quality,
performance and value, Kingston
University selected Ferco's
collaborative learning systems as
the perfect fit for their Clattern
Lecture Theatre.

Turn and Learn™ Educational Seating System

Each individual seat integrates a
gas lift for height adjustment and
smooth silent rotation between
positions. When it's not being
used, the seat automatically
returns to the original position,
keeping the space looking tidy
and the throughway unobstructed
for easy access and exit.

For Kingston University, a Ferco
seating solution was in keeping
with their image as a progressive
learning site that's continuing to
make massive strides in enhancing
the all-round student experience.
seating made better

Located close to the Thames and
within easy reach of the beating
heart of the British capital.
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